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Before the Empire: 

Egypt and Rome 

ROLF MICHAEL 

SCHNEIDER 

Long before the Roman conquest of Egypt in 30 Be, Egyprian culture had a 

considerable presence in Iraly. The few surviving snippers of 

information highlighring this relationship before the imperial age 

suggest a fascinating story, spiced with innovations, uncerrainties, 

and contradictions. In Etruria, Egyptian forms were known to the 

elite as early as the sevemh century BC, a time when powerful local 

families imeracred wich rheir equals in Rome, economically, 

culturally, and polirically.' Especially significant are the superb 

gold objecrs found in one of ehe richesr Etruscan tombs, the 

so-called Regolini-Galassi tomb in Cerveteri (ancient Caere), 

situated some thirty miles norrhwest of Rome.2 In 1836, excava

tors unearthed, among orher exceptional gold objects, a \arge 

horseshoe-shaped pectoral of thin gold wich embossed friezes of 

goats, griffins, chimeras, lions, deer, winged women, and Pegasus 

(fig. 60). 3 Reinforced by an additional sheer of copper, the pecroral 

would have been originally titched onto the ehest of funeral 

garmems, which probably belonged to a certain Larrhia, who musr 

have enjoyed a high Status considering the assemblage of magnifi

cent artifacts in the tomb. Such pectorals luve a long tradition in 

Egypt, where they were part of the ceremonial dress of the dead, 

shown, for example, on mummies, anthropoid sarcophagi, and 

sratues.• Though different in material and decoration, the pectoral 

from Cerveteri copies Egyptian models in form and function. Wich 

other Egyptian and Egyptianizing objects found in Etruria, the 

pectoral demonstrates that in the Archaic period local craft men 

and the elite were familiar with such prestigious foreign arrifacts 

and the storie traveling with them.1 

Linie is known about the pre ence of Egypt in Rome 

between the fifth and the early third centuries BC. In 2 73 BC, 

however, Ptolemy II Philadelphos of Alexandria initiated official 

relations wich Rome (fig. 61).6 ln re ponse to this overture, three 

Romans of high rank, umerius Fabius Pictor, Quimus Fabius 
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Maximus, and Quintus Ogulnius Gallus, were sent as ambassa

dors to sign a treaty of amicitia (friendship) between Alexandria 

and Rome, When they returned from Alexandria, according to 

the historian Dionysios of Halikarnassos (ca, 60-7 BC), they 

"handed over to the public treasury the gifts which they had 

received from the king. But the Roman Senate, admiring the men 

for all their achievements, did not permit them to turn the royal 

gifts over to the state, but allowed them to take them back to 

their homes as a reward of merit and as a memento for future 

generations," 7 This account illustrates with startling clarity how 

from the early Hellenistic period onward, members of the Roman 

elite enriched their homes with art from Egypt, just as their 

affluent Etruscan neighbors centuries before had honored the 

dead with Egyptianizing artifacts made of gold, 

Another incident that sheds light on the well-established 

relationship between Egypt and Rome is reported by the first

century BC historian Diodorus Siculus,8 When in autumn 164 BC 

Ptolemy VI Philometor (180-145 BC) was exiled from Egypt by his 
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FIGURE 60 , Pectoral, Etruscan, 

ca. 650-600 ac. Found in the Regolini

Galassi tomb, Cerveteri. Gold, 42 x 

38.1 cm (16'/2 x 15 in.). Vatican City, 

Musei Vaticani, Museo Etrusco 

Gregoriano, 20553 

own brother Ptolemy VIII Euergetes for a year, it was to Rome he 

went, where he was received by his fellow countryman "Demetrius, 

the topographer, a man Ptolemy had often entertained when he 

was resident in Alexandria," 9 Later, in the early first century AD, 

Valerius Maxirnus describes this same Demetrius as an 

"Alexandrian painter," '° lt is evident tha t Alexandrian artists had 

been present in Rorne since the first half of the second century BC, 

and it is unlikely that Demetrius was a rare exception. As he was 

called both a topographer and a painter, it is plausible to suppose 

that he was a landscape artist, who commenced painting in 

Alexandria before he moved to Rome. Working here at a time 

when Greek art, looted by Roman generals, had begun to flow into 

Rome and immigrant Greek artists also traveled to the city, 

Dernetrius proves that Alexandrian artists also were in demand." 

The painter's special focus on landscape brings to mind a 

second group of artists in Rome, namely the mosaicists. Regard

less of whether they came frorn Alexandria or art centers else

where, the mosaicists show an increasing Roman interest in 



FIGURE 61 1 Pentadrachm with head of Ptolemy 1, struck under Ptolemy 11; Ptolemaic, minted 

in Alexandria, 285-246 ac. Gold, diam: 2.3 cm("/" in.). Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 

Anonymous gift in memory ofZoe Wilbour(1864-1885), 36.444 

FIGURE 62 Nile mosaic, Roman, ca. 100 ac. Found in an apsidal basilica near the forum, 

Palestrina (ancient Praeneste). 4.31 • 5.85 m (14 ft., 1"/" in.• 19 ft., 21/,. in.). Palestrina, Museo 

Nazionale Prenestino 

depictions focusing on the Land of the ile. An outstanding 

example was found in Pale trina (ancient Praeneste) , situared 

some twenty- ix miles east of Rome: around roo BC, a highly 

skilled workshop began to lay out the !arge semicircular floor 

mosaic in the ap e of the rown's basilica complex. The mo aic 

show , from a bird's-eye view, a conden ed yet clever ynopsis of 

the ile. The artists reduced an almo t thousand-mile-long 

stretch of the Nile ro roughly 270 square feet, in which they 

depicted the river from rhe Delta to the ubian mountains, a 

design developed from contemporary land cape paintings 

(fig. 62).'" In rhe same period, floor mosaic with scene of rhe 

Nile were popular elsewhere in Italy, especially in Rome and 

Campania." A third group of arrisr , again from either 
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Alexandria or rhe Greek east, some of whom may have worked in 

Rome, were specialists in cutting intaglios, cameos, and vessels in 

semiprecious stone , such as the exceptional, nearly 22-cm-wide 

Tazza Farnese in Naples, made of banded agate and weighing 

1.42 kg (fig. 63).'4 lt shows in Hellenistic style a bearded figure 

apparently personifying rhe River Nile and next to him six 

elaborate figures representing Egyptian and Hellenistic concepts 

of abundance, religion, and power. 

Roman embassies to Egypt may also have promoted the 

Egyptianizing an produced in Hellenistic Rome. When Scipio 

Africanus, rhe destroyer of Carthage, and his entourage visited 

Egypt in 140/r39 sc, King Ptolemy VIII Euergetes, wearing the 

finest transparent clothes,' 5 tried to impress the Roman ambassa

dors with royal feasts and pomp as a way of confirming Egypt's 

proverbial luxury. '6 According to Diodorus Siculus, the Romans 

did not seem to be much interested in such displays, but 
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FIGURE 63 , Tazza Farnese, Roman, first 

century ac? Banded sardonyx agate, 

diam: 21.7 cm (89/,. in.). Naples, Museo 

Archeologico Nazionale, 27611 

observed most carefully those things which were really 

worth their viewing; such as the situation of the city, and its 

prosperity, and particularly the features of the Pharos 

[Alexandria's world-famous lighthouse]. From there they 

sailed to Memphis, and took note of the goodness of the 

land, the advantages provided by the river Nife, the number 

of cities, the infinite thousands of inhabitants, the strong 

defenses of Egypt, the excellence of the country, and how 

weil equipped it was to support and defend a /arge empire. ,-

Here Roman fascination with Egypt's unigue environment, 

people, and civilization reads almost like a description of the 

Praeneste Nile mosaic. 

One of the most graphic descriptions of Egyptian luxury is 

handed down a century later by the early imperial poet Lucan, 

when he reports on a banguet organized by Cleopatra VII 

(69-30 sc) in her royal palace at Alexandria to welcome Caesar 



after his vicrory at Pharsalus in 48 BC. ' 8 In the pro-Augustan 

literary tradition, Lucan introduces the very young and well

educated queen initially as "Egypt's shame, ... her un-chastity a 

bane eo Rome," who even rattled the Capitol with her sistrum, 

the percussion instrument of Isis. '9 Then the poet continues: "As 

her beauty ... and Just pleaded for her, she passed a sinful night 

with her corrupted arbiter .... The happy event was celebrated 

with a feast, and Cleopatra displayed, with tumultuous prepara

tions, a magnificence that Rome has not yet equaled even now." 20 

In the subsequent narrative of the dining hall's splendor, Lucan 

pulled out all the literary stops to electrify his readers and ro 

criticize Egyptian extravagance as immoral.2
0 He knew only roo 

well that the rich in Rome liked both eo revel in and ro condemn 

such extremes. The Roman people were confronted wich similar 

contradicrions when Cleopatra and young Ptolemaios Caesarion, 

fathered by Caesar, visited Rome in mid-46 BC.n As was obliga

tory, the queen resided outside the city's acred boundary in 

Caesar's luxurious country hause set in the Horti Caesaris on the 

west bank of the Tiber.2

J Caesar then comrnitted a sacrilege in the 

heart of Rorne by placing in the temple of Venus Genetrix within 

his own forum (lulium) "a beautiful image of Cleopatra" in the 

form of a golden statue, alongside Venus, the divine progenitor of 

his family, and the city's Trojan forefathers.24 This setting provoc

atively linked the queen of Egypt to Venus and the very founda

tion of Rome. 

Cleopatra captivated in turn Sextus Pompeius, Julius 

Caesar, and Marc Antony, who fathered three children with her 

and eventually committed suicide when his arch-enemy, Octavian, 

defeated Egypt in 30 BC. 2
5 According to pro-Augustan literary 

tradition, Antony, with his passion for a monarchy and Dionysiac 

lifestyle, favored Egypt over Rome. The historian Cassius Dio, for 

example, reports that in 34 BC, when Antony, Cleopatra, and 

their children entered Alexandria in a procession, the Roman 

genera I declared his Egyptia n wi fe "Queen of Kings " and her son 

Ptolemaios, called Caesarion, "King of Kings." 26 In a further 

move, Antony bestowed all the land between India and the 

Hellespont on his three children, as if these regions were already 

in his possession.27 In Rome, however, Cleopatra's enemies feared 

that she was planning a war of revenge that "was to array all the 

East against Rome, establish herself as empress of ehe world at 

Rome, cast justice from the Capitol, and inaugurate a new 

universal kingdom." 28 Plutarch, who reports around AD roo on 

the same event, adds that "Cleopatra both then, and at other 

times when she appeared in public, assumed a robe sacred to Isis 

and was addressed as the ew Isis." 29 

By this time, the worship of Isis and her brother-husband 

Osiris, reinvented as Serapis in the early days of Alexandria, was 

already widespread in Rome and her southern hinterland. Who 

were Isis and Serapis?i0 While the latter was related to concepts 

of abundance and resurrection and, inter alia, identified as being 

close to Dionysos (Bacchus), Isis, often associated wirb Aphrodite 

(Venus) and Demeter (Ceres), was worshipped as rhe ideal 

mother and wife, the patroness of nature, magic, and plenitude. 

She also had her own mysteries. Isis was venerated in Rome by 

all people, from the poor and downtrodden to the political elite. 

In bis book on Isis, Apuleius, a Roman intellectual of the second 

century AD, reveals the supreme divinity of the "Queen of 

Heaven " to her Roman worshipper Lucius: "I, mother of all 

Nature and mistress of the elements, first-born of the ages and 

greatest of powers divine, ... I am worshipped in differing forms, 

with varying rites, under many names, by all rhe world."" 

Unfortunately, little is known about when the two deities arrived 

in ltaly, though there is some evidence of where, when, and how 

ehe two Egyptian gods became integrated into Roman worship.1' 

A dated building inscription found at the Roman colony of 

Puteoli (modern Pozzuoli), on the Bay of Naples some 135 miles 

southeast of Rome, reports on a "contract for making a wall in 

the area which is in front of the temple of Serapis situated across 

the road."n The inscription offers significant information: rhe 

Egyptian god was venerated before 105 BC at Rome's most 

important harbor, which had been used for trade with Egypt at 

least since the second cencury BC,'4 and his temple served as a 

prominent marker to locate building works in ehe Roman colony. 

From Puteoli, located on one of Rome's main commercial 

arteries, the cult of Serapis could easily travel north. And the 

temple itself suggests that the worship of Serapis and Isis was 

common in Campania. The figure of Isis wich the infant Har

pokrates, from Herculaneum, is one of numerous terracotta 

figurines from Campania representing, like many Egyptian 

portrayals of the goddess, a lactating mother figure (cat. 157). 

Several examples were found in Capua and have been dated to 

the late fourth century BC (fig. 64).15 This was ehe period when 

ehe city, like Puteoli, which was founded some twenty miles to the 

south, became connected to Rome by the Via Appia. 

At about the same time, the late second or early first 

century Be, Isis worship commenced in Pompeii.36 A fine marble 

statue of Isis in ehe Archaic style found in the portico of the 

temple of lsis-a dedication from one of her worshippers, Lucius 

Caecilius Phoebus-refers to the great age of the goddess and her 

worship (cat. r 54).J7 The sculpture alludes by its design to model 

typical of two different cultures: marble statues of maidens 

(korai) produced in late Archaic Athens and figures of the 

goddess Isis made of Egyptian stone during Ptolemaic rule. The 

long diaphanous chiton of the Pornpeian statue has much in 

common with images of both the Greek Aphrodite and rhe 

Egyptian-style Isis.J8 Dated by scholars to either about 120-80 BC 
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or o 20--0, the workman hip point to rhe latter.'" De pite the 

rarue • early imperial date, it is significant in our context that 

aeciliu Phoebu cho e the di tinct Archaic style to mark the 

rimele beauty of lsi , her Egyptian origin, and the long tradition 

of her cult in Pompeii. 

head of out randing qualiry from a lo t rarue of I i , 

made of Parian marble in ehe late Hellenistic period (ca. L 50-

30 sc), provides evidence of the goddes ' pre ence in Rome 

(car. 1 70).•0 The head's tripartite wig, covered by a headdres of a 

bird pread out in a cap-like manner, is a hairstyle commonly u ed 

for Ptolemaic queen and Helleni tic repre entations of Li Y The 

bird' neck and head are lo t but originally fitted into the hole on 

top of the headdre . Mi reading this feature as the headdres of a 

vulrure, the popular Egyptian" eierhaube," ha led 1110 t cholars 

to identify ehe ubject as Cleopatra VTI in the guise of Isi . In 

2004, however, Antje Krug argued thar the flat headdre doe not 

depict a vulture but more likely a doveY And indeed, the 
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FIGURE 64 , Figurine of a mother goddess, Greek, ca. 300 sc. Found at Capua. Terracotta, 

H: 17.3 cm (6"!,. in.). Naples, MuseoArcheologico Nazionale, 20916 

dove-headdre i a well-known attribute of Egyptianizing figure 

of Aphrodite and Isis produced in Helleni tic and Roman time 

(fig. 65).41 Krug concedes that the Egyptian "Geicrhaube" and the 

Greek dove-headdre look at first glance quite imilar to each 

orher, but argue that this iconographic re emblance wa inten

tional, to promote cro -cultural readings wichin Egyptian, 

Ptolemaic, and Helleni cic tradition . The marble head is an 

excellent example of the uperb quality and complexity of the 

image of Egyptian gods commissioned by the Roman elice and 

produced in the fine t workshop in Rome. 

The earliest arte red date for Isis in Rome is supplied by 

Apuleius.44 He mentions that pastophori, ritual "shrine or fabric 

bearers,' were recorded a members of a very old and acro anct 

collegium of l i and O iris e tablished at the time of the Roman 

general ulla (ca. 1 8-78 B ).« In view of this evidence, it i 

quite pos ible that I i wa already being worshipped in Rome in 

the second cenrury sc.•• Lacer, however, e pecially between 59 BC 

and the reigns of Augu rus and Tiberius, Isis wor hipper in 

Rome suffered badly from official per ecutions.•· Yalerius 

Maximu teil a graphic story about the intense di like of some 

of the Roman rich toward the two Egyptian god : "When the 

enate decreed that the temples of Isi and Sera pi had to be 

demolished and none of the workmen da red touch them, consul 

Lucius emiliu Paullu took off hi official gown (toga prae

texta), seized an axe, and dashed it against ehe cloor of rhat 

remple. '•R lt is not clear which of the Lucii Aemillii Paulli, who 

erved a con uls between 219 and 34 BC, Yalerius meant. What 

matter here, however, i that there wa a divide between differ

ent ocial cla es when it came to the two Egyptian gocls in 

Rome. While the common people wor hippecl them, member of 

the elite upported their expulsion. lt is questionable, however, 

whether the different attitude recorded by Yaleriu are indeed 

ba ed on clear-cut ocial distinctions. I i had more aclvocate 

than opponents among ehe elite.•• In fact, a is known from 

assiu Dio, in 43 BC Rome' political leaders, cravian, Marcus 

ntoniu and Aemiliu Lepiclu , ehe tresviri rei Jrnblicae co11stitll

endae, ehe Commi ion of Three for ettling the con titution, 

votecl for a temple declicatecl to Serapis and Isi .'0 Whether the 

temple was built or not is irrelevant. What ehe vote underline is 

ehe various dynamics chat fucled the great popularity of the Isis 

cult in late Republican Rome. Thi event is given a furcher 

policical climen ion if con idcrecl along ide an epi ode involving 

Marcu Yolu iu when he wa aedile of ehe people in 43 BC and 

proscribed by ehe tresviri mcntioned above. Accorcling to Yaleriu 

Ma imu and Appian, Yolu iu borrowed from a friend who was 

a priest of Isis, the ceremonial robe and dog's-head mask associ

atcd with her cult a the mosc efficient di guise in which to escape 

from Rome." 



FIGURE 65 Statuette of Isis-Aphrodite, Roman, ca. 100 ec-Ao 100. Bronze, H: 30 cm (11 13/,. in.). 

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung, 8285 

The religion of I i and erapi , which wa concentrated 
within urban environment in ltaly, wa at certain place and 
pecific times the ubject of either per ecution or patronage, or 

both." Perhap it wa ehe tran gre ive nature of I i and erapi 
that provoked uch contrary reaction , a it conflicted wich 
traditional Roman value . Thu , even though wor hippers of I i 
uffered per ecution in Rome, we cannot conclude that there wa 
trong re i tance to her cult or that of other Egyptian god . On 

the contrary, a reg Woolf rea oned, part of ehe attracrion and 
popularity of I i "wa linked to ehe wider fa cination wich all 
thing Egyptian ... [and theJ complex of eo mological claim 
and ritual performance that truck adherent a genuinely 
new."" lt wa probably thi element of novelty that activated ehe 
conflict between ehe I i ult and the power at Rome. Erne t 
Gellner argue that the belief of follower of chari matic deities 
uch a l i and erapi wa "difficult " a it involved "an element 

of both menace and ri k."<◄ The e were ome of the challenge 
atta hed to the ncw Egyptian cult in Rome. Their aptivating 
fa cination and othcrne contributed ub tantially to the proces 
by which additional Egyptian factor became e ential to Roman 
life: in politic in religion, in the economy, and e pecially in art. 

In the end it wa uch diverse dynamic a those discu ed 
above that laid ehe groundwork for a new mcan to appropriate 
and integrate Egypt into imperial Rome. When de cribing ehe 
mo t beautiful con tructions in ehe hi tor of Rome Pliny the 
Eider (AD 23-79) cho e Egypt a a major point of reference." In 
fact, apart from reece, no other culturc became o popular in 
Rome a the Land of the ile, a popularity actively upported by 
ehe Roman elite. Take, for example the luxury of finely poli hed 
Egyptian tone , uch a red and gray granite, purple porphyry 
and grccn or dark schist u cd for archit cture, culpture, and 
vessel , or, ince ehe time of Augu tu (27 B -AD t4), the 
Egyptian obeli k -of all monolithic artwork the 1110 t challeng
ing to move !et alone tran port to Romc. •• While many of the 
abovc object were made before the mythic-historical foundation 
of Rome (traditionally 7 53 sc), it i not known when they fir t 
entered ehe city. lt is generally agreed that, except for a few 
forerunner the majority of Egyptian art arrived after Rome' 
conquc t of Egypt in 30 B . Yet chi a sumption i far from 
ertain. As long a we have 110 deci ive hi torical or ontextual 

evidencc to upport the latcr date, ehe earlier arrival of Egyptian 
thing in ltaly and Rome remain equally po ible. The increa ing 
pre ence of both Egyptian and Egyptianizing god and object 
in Roman ltaly paved the way for rhe eternal city to become, by 
the time of Augu tu , home to the mo t famed i on of Egypt: the 
obeli k and the pyramid . •· 
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